Welcome to day 1 of our Animal Planet week! Today, we are talking about animals that you may see on a safari! These animals can live in dry desert areas like the African Savana or in jungles like the Amazon Rainforest.

**Song**
- [We're going on a Safari Song - Animal Sounds Song](#)

**Read Aloud Video**
*Starry Safari*
By Linda Ashman, Illustrated by Jeff Mack

**Craft Video**
**Paper Chain Snake Craft**
Credit to www.thecrafttrain.com for the craft idea!

**Song**
- [The Animal Song](#)

**Snack**
**Adventurer Trail Mix**
Credit to Children’s National Hospital for the video tutorial!

**Activity Video**
**Let’s Go on a Safari!**

**Songs**
- [Smithsonian Live Animal Cameras](#)
- Baby Einstein: Safari Animals [Youtube](#)
- Safari Animals! [Youtube](#)

**Extra Educational Videos**